NOTIFICATION

Subject: Clarification on Pay Revision of the Public Servants

In continuation to the Notification No.F/MoF/DNB/Rules/2019-20/03 dated 8th July 2019 on Pay Revision of the Public Servants, the Ministry of Finance would like to issue following clarifications:

1. The pay scales of Public Servants are expressly covered under Chapter II of the Pay Revision Act of Bhutan 2019 and Schedules I, II, III and IV of the Pay Revision Notification. Those position levels not expressly covered specifically under the Notification shall be governed by Section 18, Chapter II of the Pay Revision Act of Bhutan 2019 which states that,

"The pay scale of all other public servants mapped with position levels of the civil service shall be revised as per the equivalent position in civil service."

2. The pay fixation procedures and statement shall apply for the fixation of pay of the Local Recruits in the Embassies, Missions and Consulates.

3. The payment of professional allowance shall be based on the number of years of active service put into the profession and not the total number of years served in the civil service.
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